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The Photographic Historical Society of Canada

Wednesday, SEPTEMBER 19th, 2012, 8:00 PM
Our speaker is to be Daniel Renaud of "Frame in Motion."
His topic will be "HD-DSLR 101 - An introduction to
shooting (and producing) HD-DSLR videos."
Current DSLR cameras have
amazing video capabilities but
a lot of us are having trouble
"seeing the forest through the
trees." This session will attempt
to help photographers better
understand the in and outs of
shooting HD video on their
DSLR cameras.
Daniel has been involved with
freelance professional video
production for almost 20 years with a strong focus on postproduction. He has 12+ years experience in helping professionals, in the video and photo worlds, find solutions to their
problems with a focus on listening to clients before offering
advice. He has become more interested and skilled in the
aspects of digital photography over the past 6 years and is
always looking for the next cool thing to talk about.
DANIEL RENAUD

SEE YOU ON SUNDAY AT

TORONTO INTERNATIONAL
CAMERA SHOW
Sunday, September 9th, 2012, 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

Toronto Don Valley Hotel
(Eglinton and Don Valley Pkw.) 1250 Eglinton Avenue East

Toronto, Ontario, M3C 1J3 (entrance off Wynford Ave.)

LOOK FOR THE PHSC BOOTH
FREE PARKING IN HOTEL LOT
Admission $7.00
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NOT A MEMBER OF THE PHSC? THEN
JOIN CANADA’S BEST PHOTO
HISTORY SOCIETY. A GREAT BARGAIN
FOR MEETINGS, AUCTIONS, FAIRS,
AND PUBLICATIONS – ONLY $35.00.

PHSC Monthly Meetings
are held on the third Wednesday from
September to June in the Gold Room,
of Memorial Hall in the basement of
the North York Central Library,
5120 Yonge St., North York, Ontario.
The meeting officially begins at 8:00
p.m. but is preceded by a Buy & Sell
and social gathering from 7:00 p.m.
onwards. For information contact the
PHSC or Program Chairman Scott
Rickard at srickard@persona.ca

Programming Schedule:
September 19th, 2012
-To begin our Fall series of lectures
Daniel Renaud will be our guest
speaker from Frame in Motion.

Program Chairman Scott
Rickard is preparing speakers for the Fall of 2012. Offer your suggestions and
ideas by contacting him at
(705) 799-0201 or e-mail to
srickard@persona.ca.
DON’T MISS ANY OF THE 10 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR THIS YEAR.

JOIN THE PHSC TODAY

AND RECEIVE A DVD WITH
35 YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
CANADIANA IN PDF FORMAT
FOR PROGRAM UPDATES

www.phsc.ca

o ur E - mail ad d re ss i s

info@phsc.ca

Robert A. Carter – Webmaster

The Larry Boccioletti Memorial

Photos by ROBERT LANSDALE

Outdoor Photographic
Trunk Sale

Our Second Larry Boccioletti TRUNK SALE went
very well with 23 registrants and about 320 in attendance. As you can see by the pictures there was
quite a variety of photographica offered. People
came from afar to dig, prod and buy. Abraham
Vineger came up with his mother from Michigan.
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PHOTOGRAPHICA and IMAGE SHOW

Sunday, October 14, 2012
10:00 AM to 3:00 PM
THE NEW LOOK – SOME BIG CHANGES!

The Soccer Centre
7601 MARTIN GROVE RD. TORONTO (WOODBRIDGE) ONT.
1/2 KM SOUTH OF HIGHWAY 7 ON THE EAST SIDE

For information contact: Mark Singer, tel 416-879-7168 OR fair@phsc.ca

ADMISSION ONLY $7.00

FREE TO STUDENTS
WITH SCHOOL ID CARD

FREE BUS RIDE FROM

KIPLING SUBWAY KISS-N-RIDE:
STARTS 9:30 AM (HOURLY)

PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA
4335 Bloor St W, Box 11703, Toronto ON M9C 2A5 ◊ www.phsc.ca ◊ fair@phsc.ca
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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Review by Sonja Pushchak

FIRST PHOTOGRAPHS:
Early Photographs of North
American Indigenous Peoples
Exhibition: July 26 - September 15, 2012

STEPHEN BULGER GALLERY

1026 Queen St. West, Toronto

© Case & Draper / Courtesy of Rare Photo
Gallery and Stephen Bulger Gallery

Does an exhibition of anthropological photography from the
late 19th and early 20th century
promote racism? Stephen Bulger’s
“First Photographs” exhibit might
be accused by some of encouraging the viewer to relive and, perhaps, forgive North America’s
foundations in manifest destiny,
which once justified the arbitrary
and often violent appropriation of
Indigenous lands and livelihoods.
Bulger presents Aboriginal portraits and staged ‘reservation’ tableaux reflective of this era, heavy
with a range of notions regarding
territorial expansion and the “civilizing” of the wilderness.

© Case & Draper / Courtesy of Rare Photo
Gallery and Stephen Bulger Gallery

Some of the images in the
show, like the series of four depicting Cree and Blackfoot families in
their settlements, are by prominent
Victorian studios like William
Notman’s. Others yield the signatures or stamps of lesser known
enterprises and tradesmen. A
number of photographs bear overt
evidence of marginalization. A
Notman piece refers to a Cree
mother and child as a squaw and
papoose, and their dwelling as a
“teppee” [sic]. The Pennington
pieces are all bordered in a jagged
line to link the subjects with ideas
of the crude and savage. Case &
Draper portraits are labeled with
the titles of their sitters, but each

© Case & Draper / Courtesy of Rare Photo
Gallery and Stephen Bulger Gallery

name is presented with hyphenated syllables, as if the viewer might
automatically dismiss non-European descriptives as gobbledygook.
One has to ask if among such
reminders of debasing, and hopefully decaying, attitudes there is
anything of value. Discussing value
means discussing the role of
objects born of racist ideology in
the study of history. While all the
pieces in the Bulger show evince
some form of racial assumption,
historians know works like these
are frequently relied upon to reveal
the shape these assumptions took,
their importance to different levels
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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© William M. Pennington/
Courtesy of Rare Photo Gallery
and Stephen Bulger Gallery

of society, and the degree to which
they influenced cultural and political decision-making. This information is incredibly precious to the
historian intent on establishing a
comprehensive history of North
America that does not repeat the
omissions and rationalizations of
past accounts. Intolerance was a
confirmed reality in the establishment of the New World and the
practices of nationhood, but only
recently has that reality been
reflected in depth in the historical
text, and equally importantly, in
the curriculums offered by universities.
If it hasn’t already, an argument
should be made for bringing the
racialized object or image into the
light, not only of the classroom,
but the atmosphere of public and
private galleries. The attempt to
redress injustice by imposing “correctness” not just on what is said
but what is seen can have the
opposite effect, bestowing power
on what is consummately hidden
from view. Informed public display,
in inviting the scrutiny of such
materials, can diminish this power
as it facilitates a shift from just
encountering the racialized message to comprehending and confronting the preconceptions that
are responsible for its existence.

© William McFarlane Notman / Courtesy of Rare Photo Gallery and Stephen Bulger Gallery

© William M. Pennington / Courtesy of Rare Photo Gallery and Stephen Bulger Gallery

“First Photographs” encourages an inspection of the photographer’s role in the social constructions of North America. The exhibit is on until September 15, 2012 at
Stephen Bulger Gallery, 1026
Queen Street West, Toronto.
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GEORGE EASTMAN HOUSE

APPEALS FOR FUNDS
The George Eastman House
is feeling the financial pinch
like every other institution.
They are adjusting to a changing economy and a rapid
decline in corporate support
and they need financial support to keep it all going.
The GEH is an international
center for the care and collection of the world's cultural history. There is no other collection in the world and it would
be a pity to loose it.
Your support will help to
educate the next generation of
archivists, curator, and conservators, preparing them to safeguard collections and film
archives in areas as close as
Toronto and New York City and
far away as Korea, Australia
and South Africa. Each year
students travel from around
the globe to participate in
Eastman House's advanced
education programs, using the
Museum's leading experts as
their teachers and the world's
best collections as their
resources.
This year GEH is asking for
help to pay their utility bill
which amounts to over
$500,000. It is the single largest item in their budget. With
400,000 cubic feet of temperature and humidity controlled
vaults it works out to be $1.25
per cubic feet.
Donations can be made on
line at www.eastmanhouse.org
or mailed to George Eastman
House, 900 East Avenue,
Rochester, NY, 14607.
Any gift that is meaningful
to you is meaningful to us. It
is only through the generosity
of individual supporters who
believe in our work that
George Eastman House can
continue to be a world-leading center for photography
and motion pictures.

THE WATER CZAR: R.C.Harris Works for Toronto 1912-45
September 15, 2012
to March 2, 2013
at the Market Gallery
South St.Lawrence
Market
95 Front Street East
Toronto, Ontario
416-392-7604
marketgallery@toronto.ca
Closed Sunday and Monday

Victoria Park pumping station 1936

Curated by Wayne Reeves, City of Toronto Museum Services
in partnership with the Market Gallery
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FROM THE NET
"What's trending with cameras
these days?" is the question
raised by Shawn Low. Shutterbugs
are becoming better-informed and
more discerning when choosing a
camera and are looking out for
specific features.
Large sensor point-and-shoots
and compacts with bright zoom
optics are becoming increasingly
popular among consumers due to
their ability to perform in lessthan-ideal lighting conditions.
Also favoured are flexible
screens such as the Canon 650D,
which has a fully-articulating panel,
and the Sony NEX-5R and it's tilting screen (NEX-6 to be announced
Sept. 12). These displays are
handy allowing users to shoot from
awkward angles and compose for
the scene more accurately.
Product shots of Fujifilm's
rumored X-E1 interchangeable lens
camera (ILC) have been leaked.
The Fuji X-E1 will be announced
Friday. It has a high end Sony electronic
viewfinder
(www.
sonyalpharumors,com) Looking at
the leaked images, the X-E1's
design concept bears a striking
resemblance to the FinePix X-Pro1
minus an optical viewfinder.

Some rumor sites speculate
that the new ILC will lack a hybrid
viewfinder, making it potentially
cheaper than the X-Pro1. However,
judging from the leaked images,
there seems to be a rubber eyepiece protruding from the camera's rear suggesting the existence of an electronic viewfinder.
The X-E1 is pictured with a lens
that looks to be the company's
recently announced XF 18-55mm
F2.8-4 zoom.

The
Japanese
company
recently announced the Nikon 1
J2 mirrorless interchangeable lens
camera (ILC), which comes as an
update to its J1 camera. Based

on its specifications, the improvements seem incremental, with the
addition of a higher-resolution
(921k-dot) screen (compared with
the J1's 460k dots) and a Creative
mode that allows the selection of
different photo effects on the
mode dial.

The WP-N1 is the first waterproof case for the J-series Nikon 1
cameras that lets the shooter brave
depths of up to 40m. Besides supporting lens zooming, the WP-N1
also has dedicated controls for the
shutter and a movie-record button
and also switching between different shooting modes.
Global alternative asset manager Carlyle Group has agreed to
acquire control of Getty Images for
US$3.3 billion. According to Carlyle
Group, the acquisition will not give
it 100 percent ownership in the
company. Instead, the asset manager has bought out Getty Images'
major owner, private equity firm
Hellman & Friedman, giving it a
"controlling stake" in the company.
Getty Images has been a popular
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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photograph repository. The company also offers videos and music
for customers to buy.

Cocoagraph, a company based
in Philadelphia, provides a unique
service that allows shutterbugs to
turn any image (be it a scan or a
smartphone
snapshot
from
Instagram) into various sizes of
chocolate. You even get to choose
the kind of chocolate you want
depending on the level of cocoa
content, too. If you're looking for
a unique gift for birthdays, anniversaries or and weddings, the
Cocoagraph could be a worthy
consideration.

Leica has added the X2 to its
large-sensor compact lineup,
which comes as an update to the
X1--released for almost two years
ago. The notable improvements
found in the X2 include a new
16.2-megapixel APS-C CMOS
sensor, enhanced autofocus system as well as an accessory port
for attaching an electronic viewfinder on the camera hotshoe. The
new camera also goes up to ISO
12,500 which is a far cry from the
X1 which does only 3,200.
Featuring renowned Leica lens
optics, the shooter comes with a
24mm fixed focal length lens with
a fast F2.8 maximum aperture.
Assembled with thanks to CNET ASIA.

FREE

CAMERASHOPPER
ONLINE
CameraShopper is offering to all
members FREE access to their
online publication for the next 30
days.

Go to camera-shopper.com
Click on the green menu item
User name: member
password: camera
It's so easy. It's a trial to see if
you like the issue that comes with
so many interesting stories and is
full of colour pictures.
If you like it then subscribe for
only US$15.00 per year while
mailed hard-copy issues to Canada
cost $35.00 for 10 issues.
Payment by cheque on US
bank, money order, Western Union
or PayPal. NO CREDIT CARDS.

CameraShopper

STILL A FEW PHOTOGRAPHIC COURSES AT
GEORGE EASTMAN HOUSE
Still a few courses left at the George Eastman House. The workshops on photographic processes range from identifying 19th century
photographic images to doing hands-on workshops from the Nièpce
Heliograph [1826] to making gelatin emulsions [1890] and everything
in-between.
Collodion Negatives: Wet and Dry
Sept. 24, 2012 through Sept. 28, 2012
35mm Daguerreotypes
Oct. 10, 2012 through Oct. 12, 2012
The Carbon Print: History & Technique
Oct. 22, 2012 through Oct. 24, 2012
Collodion Printing Paper
Nov. 12, 2012 through Nov. 14, 2012
Salt Printing
Dec. 3, 2012 through Dec. 5, 2012
These are the only workshops that feature
actual process demonstrations and close
inspection of master works of photography in
the GEH collection.
See the entire courses listed at
http://www.eastmanhouse.org/events/series/photo-workshops

123 Harbor Dr., Unit 310
Stamford, CT 06902-7489, USA

DAGUERREIAN SOCIETY
SYMPOSIUM 2012
November 8 to 11
The 24th Daguerreian Society
Symposium will be held November
8-11 in Baltimore, Maryland.
Thursday night starts off with
the Gala Reception. Lectures will
take place in the France Hall at the
Maryland Historical Society on
Friday, Nov. 9th. Trade Show on
Saturday. Evening banquet and
live auction. Sunday has a workshop to introduce next year's
Symposium visit to Bry-sur-Marne
and Paris, France.
Headquarters is at: Renaissance
Baltimore Harborplace Hotel:
1-800-266-9432. Register for
rooms early.
For the full details and registration go to the society's web site at:
http://www.daguerre.org/symposia/symposium2012.php

Bryan Ginns Sale of Antique Photographica
Closing at Saturday, September 15, 2012 at 3:00pm EST

Page and Bryan Ginns announced their 21st annual Absentee
Bid Sale, featuring over 300 lots of antique and collectable Cameras,
Stereoscopes, Stereo Views, Lantern Slides, Optical Toys,
Daguerreotypes, Ambrotypes, Tintypes, Autochromes and related
material. The entire catalog is illustrated on-line at: www.stereographica.com and will feature Real Time Live Bidding. Bids will also
be accepted by mail, fax and telephone. The sale will close at
3:00pm on Saturday, September 15th 2012. This is an especially
fine sale with quality items of interest in all categories of Antique
Photographica. There is a good selection of cameras, including a
Royal Mail multi-lens camera, an English field camera, a Stirn detective camera, and a variety of Kodaks. The sale features a Stereoscopic
Daguerreotype by T. R. Williams, a fine quality half plate portrait by
Root and a half plate of Niagara Falls by Platt Babbit.
Bryan & Page Ginns Stereographica

2109 County Route 21 Valatie, NY 12184 www.stereographica.com
E-mail: the3dman@aol.com Tel: 518 392 5805 Fax: 518 392 7925
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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PHOTOGRAPHIC CANADIANA
Photographic Canadiana Vol. 38-2 is being mailed to
member this week. We have an interview with Matthew
Isenburg who sold his photographic collection for $15
million to AMC in Toronto. A thoroughly-researched feature article by Louise Freyburger tells the story behind a
tintype of three British soldiers found with a letter dated
1867. Read all about it only in Photographic Canadiana.
We've got pictures of the packing and shipping of
Matthew Isenburg's collection from his home in
Hadlyme, Conn. plus a personal interview.

WE CHARGE A TOKEN $35.00 per year which averages out to $8.75 each issue– that's a real bargain.
WE OFFER A VERY SPECIAL PREMIUM IF YOU
JOIN NOW! You get a free DVD containing past
PHSC publications as PDF files (Vol. 1-35). We’re
proud to spread the word about these great stories
with underlying historical facts.

"A Soldier's Tintype" is the main feature of this issue
and you will find it most interesting the way it takes
some twists and turns in its narrative.
We also have the report on our Toronto meetings
with special guest speakers. We have Alana West
talking about the pictures of English Fredrick Evans.
Dr. Irwin Reichstein spoke about the photo studios
of Montreal at Craig and Bleury Streets.

Download an application from our PHSC web site.
See www.phsc.ca/camera/?page_id=110.
Check menu under MEMBERSHIP or use PAYPAL
for registry.

Stan White reports on the Kodak Duex while George
Dunbar gives his "Browsing though our Exchanges."

35 YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CANADIANA
PRESERVED ON ONE DVD DISC
IT’S YOURS WHEN YOU JOIN
By joining now you also
receive four issues/year
of the latest Photographic
Canadiana plus all the
PHSC membership benefits. It’s a real bonanza!

THE PHSC for only $35.00

Through the 182 issues
from Volume 1 #1 onwards,
you can visit a veritable
library of photographs
and published words.
Join using PAYPAL on our web site

www.phsc.ca
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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PASS IT ON TO A FRIEND – LET EVERYONE READ THE NEWSLETTER
Coming Events

Want Ads…

STEPHEN BULGER GALLERY

Wanted
Bob Lansdale is researching
Canadian Dry Plate manufacturers
1880-1910. Needs scans of boxes
or cited information. Please lookout for them when searching photographica collections. Send to
bob.lansdale@1staccess.ca
Wanted
Ed James of Elkhorn, Manitoba
still needs glassine 35mm negative
pages (no plastic). Ed James, P.O.
Box 69, Elkhorn, Manitoba, R0M
0N0, Tel: 204-845-2630.

1026 Queen St. West, Toronto, ON.
Tuesday to Saturday 11AM to 6PM.
First
Photographs:
Early
Photographs of North American
Indigenous Peoples. A major exhibition from July 26 to September
15, 2012. “First Photographs”
encourages an inspection of the
photographer’s role in the social
constructions of North America.

THE ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM

Until February 24, 2013. Sigmund
Samuel Gallery of Canada.
On the eve of the bicentennial of
the War of 1812, the ROM presents Afterimage: Tod Ainslie's
Vision of the War of 1812. These
evocative photographs, documenting many of the War's historically significant sites, were taken
between 2001 and 2009 by
Burlington-based Tod Ainslie using
three pinhole cameras.

CITY OF TORONTO ARCHIVES

255 Spadina Rd., 9AM to 4.30 PM
Featuring historical photographs of
the Ward, this exhibition looks at
how photography shaped ideas
about Central and Eastern European
immigrants in early 20th-century
Toronto. Also on display, a selection of historic cameras including a
rare mahogany plate camera from
the Eaton's collection.

THIS SUNDAY

TORONTO INTERNATIONAL
CAMERA SHOW
Sunday, September 9th, 2012

10:00 AM to 3:00 PM
At the

Toronto Don Valley Hotel
(Eglinton and Don Valley Pkw.)

1250 Rglinton Avenue East
Toronto, Ontario, M3C 1J3
(entrance off Wynford Ave.)

cameras, lenses, collectibles
darkroom eqipments,images
FREE PARKING IN HOTEL LOT

Admission $7.00

For Sale
Super-six 20 - it is in great shape
as I can tell based on photos on
the Internet. It needs to be enjoyed
by someone who can display it.
Located in Sacramento, California.
Contact Nathan Leach at address
leachfamily83@yahoo.com
Buying or Consignment
Vintage cameras wanted by experienced eBay seller. Professionally
presented with pictures and
description. Contact at 905-9940515 or douglas@dugwerks.com
Wanted
Well-heeled private collector will
pay CASH for your photographic
collections and estates. Nothing
too big or too small. Contact John
Kantymir at 905-371-0111 or
Niagaracc@gmail.com.
Wanted
Bicycle & Motorcycle photography
– all related items. Contact Lorne
Shields, P.O. Box 87588, 300 John
St. P.O., Thornhill, ON., L3T 7R3,
lorne-shields@rogers.com
For Sale
KEYSTONE: “Tour of the World”
complete 400 Stereoview set on
CD in two formats - PDF and
Power Point. Own this famous set
for just $24.00 Post Paid worldwide. Contact loban@rogers.com
or call 905-477-3382
For Sale
Stock reduction. Stereo views
(5,000) sold in bundles of 50 by
topic. Old postcards (20,000),
Derek@DaltonsCollectables.com
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Available
Photography teacher in Toronto
has enlarging equipment available
- 4x5, and 3/1/2 x 2/1/2. Anyone
interested call me at: 905-8468707 or cell: 416-573-7981 or
palavelle82@hotmail.com
Wanted
British photography catalogues
and literature pre-1930 including
pre-1910 BJP Almanacs. Marcel
Safier, msafier@ozemail.com.au,
Brisbane, Australia.
FREE
20 KODAK Carousel trays, (10 –
80 slides, 10 – 140 slides), to
GIVE AWAY FREE
. Tel: (905
436- 9387 or edwarner@bell.net
FREE
Elizabeth has a quantity of 35mm
plastic slide mounts to donate to
any members interested in
remounting their slides into new
mounts. I would be happy to provide the mounts and the hand
mounter to the society to save
them going into landfill. There are
approximately 9000 mounts available. Contact: Elizabeth Jones,
Tel: 416 368 9567
Wanted
Canadian Kodak Service Medal
wanted for 25 year service award
and for 50 years service award.
Contact the newsletter editor at:
bob.lansdale@1staccess.ca
For Sale
Paul Till is assisting a friend whose
father passed away. Offered is a
collection of stereo photography
equipment: both 35mm and
Viewmaster cameras, and stereo
projectors. Sell as a lot. Contact
Paul at: paultill@sympatico.ca

The Toronto Camera Club

will celebrate its 125th anniversary. They are looking for vintage prints, particularly winning
images entered in club competitions. If you have any or know
of any located in Canadian
museums/archives, contact:
info@hylafox.com.

